Credits For Raffi In Concert

Time To Sing
Music by Raffi, words by Raffi, D.Pike, B. & B. Simpson
© Copyright 1985 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
2:12

Tingalayo
Traditional
2:57

Rise and Shine
Words and music by Raffi, B. & B. Simpson
© Copyright 1982 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
2:25

Five Little Ducks
Traditional
3:06

Bathtime
Words and music by Raffi
© Copyright 1987 Homeland Publishing
2:42

Apples And Bananas
Traditional
2:01

De Colores
Traditional
2:57
Day O
  Traditional
  3:17

Knees Up Mother Brown
  Traditional
  1:28

Like Me And You
  Word and music by Raffi and D. Pike
  © Copyright 1985 Homeland Publishing SOCAN

Baby Beluga
  Words & music by Raffi and D. Pike
  © 1980 HOMELAND PUBLISHING SOCAN
  2:42

Shake My Sillies Out
  Word and music by Raffi, B. &B. Simpson
  © Copyright 1977 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
  2:36

All I really Need
  Words and music by Raffi, D. Pike, B. & B. Simpson
  © Copyright 1985 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
  4:15
Medley:
He’s Got The Whole World/
Traditional
One Light One Sun/
Words and music by Raffi
© Copyright 1985 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
This Little Light Of Mine
Traditional
4:00

The More We Get Together
Traditional
0:46

Everything Grows
Words and music by raffi and D. Pike
© Copyright 1985 Homeland Publishing SOCAN
3:06
Musicians

RON ALLEN alto flute, bamboo flute (#12), soprano sax (#15)
GUIDO BASSO trumpet
BUCKY BERGER drums
LAURIE BOWER trombone
ARNIE CHYCOSKI trumpet
MICHAEL FRANCIS acoustic guitar (#9 & #11)
MOE KOFFMAN flute, clarinet, sax
JACK LENT piano, synths
BRIAN LEONARD percussion
BOB MANN electric guitar (#11)
LANES OVERHOLT harmony and Back-up vocals
DENNIS PENDRITH electric bass
DAVID PILTCH acoustic bass (#13)
RAFFI vocals, guitar, synth
TOM SZCZANSNIK accordion
GRAHAM TOWNSEND fiddle
KEN WHITELEY mandolin, banjo, dobro, electric guitar, autoharp
KRISTIN CAVOUKIAN vocals on “Haru Ga Kita”

Firgrove Public School Singers under the directions of Catherine Ambrose: Jordan Croucher, Wayne Li, Jondre Liddie, Manisha Patel, Wolate Robinson, Lovey Shewbarran
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Lyrics Used by Permission. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction Prohibited
From The Video Soundtrack of
“RAFFI IN CONCERT with the RISE AND
SHINE BAND”

Raffi’s first live concert album! Be part of the audience. Hear and Sing raffi’s most popular tunes with the crowd as u share the Excitement of this magical performance.

RAFFI guitar
DENNIS PENDRITH bass
NANCY WALKER keyboards
MITCH LEWIS guitars, mandolin, banjo, lap steel, harmonica
BUCKY BERGER drums
Produced by Raffi

Recorded live at the Markham Theater for The Performing Arts in July1988
Location audio recording by DOUG McCLEMENT, Comfort Sound
Location audio supervision and Studio Re-Mix by PETER MANN
Photography ERIN COMBS
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